
ABSTRACT

The Correlation Package is a general facility for data acquisition and analysis serving as an online environment for per-
forming a wide variety of machine physics experiments and engineering diagnostics. Typical correlation experiments con-
sist of an initial set of actions followed by stepping one or two accelerator parameters while measuring up to several
hundred control system parameters. The package utilizes the CDEV [1] device API to access accelerator systems. A variety
of analysis and graphics tools are included through integration with the Matlab math modeling package. A post- acquisition
script capability is available to automate the data reduction process. A callable interface allows this facility to serve as the
data acquisition and analysis engine for high level applications. A planned interface to archived accelerator data will allow
the same analysis and graphics tools to be used for viewing and correlating history data. The object oriented design and
C++ implementation details as well as the current status of the Correlation Package will be presented.

INTRODUCTION

The tasks of commissioning and optimizing the performance of an accelerator require performing many machine experi-
ments involving the acquisition and online analysis of a large amount of data. This data is usually obtained from a diverse
and disparate array of devices, instruments and processes. Each source of information or data may have its own unique
acquisition characteristics or control idiosyncracies, e.g., the required settle time between changing a magnet setpoint and
reading a downstream BPM, or the synchronization of the motion of a wirescanner with successive beam samplings. Ad-
ditionally, most experiments involve a myriad of activities which extend beyond simple data acquisition. This includes
complex instrument and experimental setup prior to data taking, monitoring of some control system parameters for condi-
tional data acquisition (e.g. recording BPM data only if sufficient beam current is present), intermediate evaluation of the
results and finally a post experiment set of activities including analysis, graphics, and data archiving.

The objective of the development of the Correlations Facility has been to provide accelerator users with an integrated en-
vironment for performing a large array of machine physics and engineering diagnostics experiments with uniform access
to practically all available machine data. The generalized data acquisition capability of this package provides automatic
and transparent access to new data types and sources as they become available within the control system, without the need
to rebuild any components of the correlation software. Similarly, within this environment one has the flexibility to auto-
matically vary any system parameter that can be manually adjusted via the control system.

Additionally, by designing the system around a data acquisition engine, we have provided the capability for using this en-
gine in any high level application or automation procedure, such as emittance measurement or cavity gradient calibration,
which requires controlled data acquisition and analysis.

The Correlation Package was inspired by SLAC’s Correlation Plot software[2] and provides many of its features. However,
its implementation and capabilities reflect the advances in the fields of software engineering, graphics, user interface and
math modeling since that pioneering package was developed.

 PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

A typical accelerator physics experiment consists of several steps of the following nature:

• A pre-experiment setup stage which may include turning on devices or facilities, calibrating, status checking, etc.
• A control stage involving varying the setpoint of one or many devices over a desired range.
• An interim period between control and data acquisition when the experimenter may perform a set of tasks or ac-

tions including waiting for a length of time (e.g., for the transients in the control device to die out), checking the
status of any control system signal, executing some stand-alone programs or scripts (e.g., to initialize or prepare
the data acquisition equipment), and finally, deciding to proceed or to abort based on certain observed conditions.

• A data acquisition step whereby up to several hundred control system signals are sampled and recorded.
• A post experiment set of activities including analysis, graphics, resetting devices, saving results in a database, etc.
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To accommodate these requirements for an integrated package, the correlation facility has been implemented in terms of
several key concepts or module:

• A control module capable of stepping the setpoints of one or many control system devices, such as corrector
strengths, cavity phases, or feedback setpoints.

• A data acquisition module for recording any available control system signal such as beam orbits from BPMs,
RF parameters, feedback measurement and control parameters.

• An action module capable of performing a variety of tasks including synchronized and time delayed data acqui-
sition, executing stand-alone programs or scripts, evaluating conditions based on machine and beam states for
continuing or aborting an experiment, and performing many control system actions such as calibrating BPMs.

• A graphics module for displaying any sampled data against any sampled or stepped variable. In the near future,
this module will also perform a variety of signal analysis and curve fitting functions on the sampled data.

To facilitate using the correlation package as an embedded engine in high level applications requiring controlled data ac-
quisition, we developed a portableCorrelation Engine encapsulating thecontrol, data acquisition andaction modules.
Figure 1 illustrates the functional components of an experiment as performed with the Correlation Engine.

DATA ACQUISITION INTERFACE

XACT (X-based Accelerator Correlation Tool) is an X11/Motif based graphical user interface (Figure 2) for performing
correlation experiments. It is the first application software using the Correlation Engine as an embedded facility. From this
interface one may specifystep andsample variables,action lists and other acquisition and control parameters. It is also a
control panel for starting and stopping experiments as well as saving the experimental setup and the acquired data to files
for later recall and analysis.

Steps of a correlation experiment:

• Perform a set of pre experiment actions which
may include turning on devices or facilities, cal-
ibrating, status checking.

• Step the setpoint of a list of devices over a de-
sired range, each optionally preceded and/or
followed by a set of actions including specified
time delays (settling time).

• Perform a set of actions between stepping and
sampling, including time delays, status check-
ing, executing programs or scripts (e.g., to ini-
tialize the data acquisition equipment), and
finally, deciding to proceed or to abort based
on certain observed conditions.

• Record a list of control system signals, each
optionally preceded and/or followed by an ac-
tion list.

• Perform a post experiment set of activities in-
cluding analysis, graphics, resetting devices,
saving results in a database, etc.

Figure 1: Anatomy of A Correlation Experiment
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Device Selection

All signals names specified as step or sampled variables are validated against the control system. Validation can be tog-
gled on and off through the pull-down “Option” menu. One may also use wild cards in specifying signal names in which
case a list of all matching signals will be presented. You may choose one, many, or all available signals.

Step and Sample Variables

Users may select up to two step variables although the Correlation Engine allows unlimited number of step variables.
Available variables include all control system signals including

• magnet setpoints
• RF setpoints
• Feedback parameters
• Multidevice knobs (composite devices)

A special device keyword, INDEX allows sampling signals without stepping any device. Selecting INDEX as step vari-
able coupled with time delays between samples (entered via action commands), provides a flexible facility for recording
the time history of signals. Currently, a stepped device follows a ramp function with the user specifying the number of
steps, and the initial and final values of the ramp. Sinusoidal, square and triangular input functions will be introduced in
future.

Entering sample variables is similar to the step variables and up to 1000 may be selected. A special sample variable,
INPUT, allows manual data entry for each step.

Figure 2: Data Acquisition Interface for the Correlation Package

Actions

For each step and sample variable one may specify a list of pre and/or post actions. Additionally, Initial (pre experiment),
Intermediate and Final (post experiment) actions are also available from the Actions menu. Currently available actions
include “Time Delay” (simple time delay after stepping or sampling), “Time Delay Sync” (synchronized sampling) and
“Script” (executing a shell or a Tcl script at any point during the experiment).



Control

The data acquisition may be performed in auto or manual form. In manual acquisition the program acquires a sample only
after the user has so indicated. Users may also abort the acquisition in which case they will be prompted whether the data
should kept or discarded.

Once an experiment has been defined, the entire setup including the list of sample variables, step variables and actions
may be saved for future recall and execution. This allows for setting up and debugging complex experiments in advance of
actual use in the control room. Additionally, after an experiment, one may save the collected data for analysis and plotting
with the Matlab analysis package.

ANALYSIS

The analysis portion of the Correlation Package is written using the Matlab [3] modeling package and is called the Matlab
Analysis and Graphics Laboratory Environment (MAnGLE). Matlab was chosen as the basis of the analysis portion
because it contains a wealth of graphing and analysis functions and because most laboratories have Matlab licenses. MAn-
GLE presents the user with a graphical interface to the data collected by XACT allowing them to perform basic analysis
and graphics functions by pointing and clicking. Communication between MAnGLE and XACT is through disk files.
MAnGLE reads the XACT setup file to obtain a list of stepped and sampled signals as well as information about the input
functions. XACT stores the data collected in a file specifically formatted for Matlab. In the current implementation, the
user must save the XACT setup and data file and then start up MAnGLE as a separate process and select the named data
files for analysis. In the future, XACT will spawn MAnGLE and users will be able to analyze and view the data as it is
being collected.

The MAnGLE user interface is divided into two sections. The first is a control panel which displays the device/attribute
pairs the user selected with XACT along with menus and associated popups which allows the user to select predefined
analysis functions and options. Graphics and analysis results are displayed in a separate window. The current implementa-
tion of MAnGLE provides 2-D graphics display of any correlation variable against any other. There are currently three
plot options. The entire data set may be displayed at once in a scrollable window. A second plot option allows selecting a
default X variable and then plotting any other variable as the Y variable. Y variables are selected by clicking on the
device/attribute name displayed in the control panel window. The graphics window can be cleared between plots or plots
may remain in the window to display a family of curves. A third option is to select a default Y variable and cycle through
any number of X variables. Future plans include bar chart displays and 3-D graphics displays. Analysis functions such as
curve-fitting, histograms, minima and maxima determination and FFTs will be added later. Future implementations will
also allow users to write their own Matlab scripts (m-files) which can be added to MAnGLE.

IMPLEMENTATION

The correlation Plot Package has been developed utilizing Object oriented design and C++ implementation. The core of
the package which may be embedded as a data acquisition module in any high level application, consists of the correlation
specification,corrSpec, and the correlationengine. CorrSpec maintains all the information that defines an experiment; the
correlation engine makes use of this information to run through the experiment.

Correlation specification consists of five major parts: a set of initial actions, a set of step variables, a set of intermediate
actions, a set of measurement variables and set of final actions.

From an object point of view, acorrSpec object may hold lists of step objects, action objects and measurement objects (Fig-
ure 3). Each step or measurement object could optionally contain lists of pre-actions and/or post-actions as needed. The
corrSpec object also contains all the necessary methods to manipulate these lists of objects.

A step object can vary any accelerator parameter with a given initial value, step size, final value, and a stepping function
(ramp, square, triangle, sine). Step specifications may also be time or an index. In the case of an index, the engine collects
all sample variables sequentially without stepping any device in between the samples. Anaction object can be any general
action, such as a time delay (synchronous or asynchronous), adjusting any control system parameter, conditional action by
comparing some parameter values, waiting for some events to take place, or executing a script. A measurement object is
just a container which holds the measured data.

All classes including step, action and measurement, are organized in a hierarchical structure so that a simple interface can
be presented. A major benefit of this organization is the ability to augment the action class without the need to modify the
access interface.



The correlation engine’s interface to the accelerator environment is solely through the CDEV device layer and is thus in-
dependent of the underlying control system. This allows any correlation application to have uniform access to any machine
data regardless of its source, such as online data from low level microprocessors, static data from a central database, mod-
eling information, etc. Similarly, once a new device (or device type) has been added to a service under CDEV, such as
EPICS [4], it becomes automatically available to correlation applications for measurement and/or control.

The correlation engine is also capable of periodically calling user callback functions to allow applications to perform other
tasks such as temporarily suspending data acquisition or aborting the experiment.

Figure 3: Correlation Plot Package Object Classes Scheme

 FUTURE PLANS

The correlation package which is currently undergoing beta testing contains the basic features that are necessary for
online data acquisition and control. In order to provide a comprehensive environment for performing online accelerator
physics studies, the following developments are planned:

• Uniform access to all control system data including correlation, archived history, and high speed buffered data;
• Complete online data analysis capability including curve fitting, signal processing, and statistical analysis;
• Availability of graphics and analysis directly from XACT, and transparent data transfer from XACT to MAnGLE;
• Availability of a variety of input functions such as triangular, square, and sinusoidal;
• Implementation of correlation engine as a service under CDEV. This would allow its use as an embedded engine

by high level applications such as emittance calculation and lattice diagnostics.
• Implementation of a scripting language to automate all phases of an experiment including data analysis.
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